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CHECK LIST
Lands with Multiple Use and Wilderness Characteristics Inventory
Date of field visit:
Names of Evaluator(s):
Polygon Identification Number or Location:
Acreage:
1. Presence or Absence of Wilderness Characteristics
A.

Does the area meet the following three criteria for wilderness designation?
1.

Generally, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of
man’s work substantially unnoticeable?
____Yes ____No
Does it have unnatural straight lines? ___Yes ____No
If yes, what are they.
Are there man-made structures anywhere within the boundaries?
Description ______________Type ____________Location

2.

Has outstanding opportunities for solitude and/or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation?
(Needs only one or the other, or both)
____Yes ____No

3.

Notes:

Has at least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make practicable its
preservation and use in an unimpaired condition:
____Yes ____No

Notes:

B. In addition to these criteria, does the area contain ecological, geological, or other features of scientific,
educational, scenic, or historical value?
____Yes ____No
2.

Notes

Renewable and Non-Renewable Use Inventory
A. Is this area used currently, or has this area been utilized for economic uses?
Grazing ____mining ____ timber or other uses? ___________
B.

Is this area used currently, or has this area been utilized by off-road vehicle recreation use?
____Yes ____No
Notes:

C. Does the area have hunting opportunities?
____Yes ____No
D.

Notes

Does the area have opportunity for wood products harvest?
____Yes ____No

E.

Notes:

Does the area have opportunity for mineral development?
____Yes ____No

F.

Notes:

Is the area in need of watershed conservation practices?
____Yes ____No

Notes:

G. Does the area contain historical structures or have historical values?
____Yes ___No

Notes:

3. Inventory Summary
A. Area Qualifies as “Wilderness” as defined at 16 U.S.C. 1131 (c) ____Yes ___No
B. Area is productively used for renewable and non-renewable uses ____Yes ___No
C. Did the area qualify for Wilderness in earlier surveys?
____Yes ___No
If No, Why?

____Size

____Solitude

4. Qualification as Lands with Wilderness Characteristics
_____Qualifies

____Does Not Qualify

____ Naturalness

